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Problem Definition
Compare:
1) Scheme change over time
2) Various schemes covering the same domain.
What are the universal characteristics for comparison of classifications, the way
things (classes) are arranged and described (and used)?

My Goal:
Begin asking some questions from my perspective
Are we ready to start giving answers?
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What would it mean to compare two schemes?
• We’ve seen examples of comparing same scheme at different times
• Crosswalks alone?
• Compare vocabulary in two schemes (lexical)
• Compare triples of term – relation – term (semantic)
• Compare terms in context of neighbors (semantic)
• Can we use UMLS crosswalks and cross-walking techniques to make
comparisons?
•
Is mapping comparing?
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Why compare schemes?
I’m a user of classification schemes for automated classification
My task is to automatically create values for metadata fields for use in downstream
processes (finding and organizing)
Some of my questions:
• How do I select appropriate scheme?
• How do I compare candidate schemes?
• How do I know I’m using the scheme (as intended) properly?
• What was the scheme originally designed to do?
• What data is tagged with the candidate scheme?

We need the ability to describe and compare the schemes within a domain
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Possible Comparison Criteria
In order to compare classification schemes, we need to have some set of
criteria that can be the basis for description and comparison.
• Limit to vocabulary and relations?
• What about sub-domain(s)?
• What about intended use(s)?
• What about creator(s)?
• What about user(s)?

How can we identify possible criteria that might matter?
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Possible Comparisons
Perhaps look to natural language processing (NLP) and ethical AI.
They have developed, for the entities that matter to them (predictive models
and datasets), a framework for describing the attributes, creation, and uses
of those entities.
These “model cards” and “data cards” allow them to describe and discuss
how the model or dataset was built, what data was used in training, how the
model can be evaluated, and how the model's use could affect real people in
the real world through bias and exclusion.
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Model Cards and Data Cards
What are model cards?
A structured description of the ML model that allows a variety of stakeholders
to understand its intended uses as well as potential limitations. They should
also describe how the model was created, the data used for training and how it
can be evaluated.
What are data cards?
A structured description of the dataset that allows a variety of stakeholders to
understand its intended uses as well as potential limitations. They should also
describe how the dataset was assembled, known gaps in coverage, and how it
can be evaluated.
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Model Cards at Hugging Face
The Hugging Face Library provides
access to a set of open source
pre-trained models.
Model cards allow me to compare and
choose the best pre-trained model
given my goal
Model cards are a structured set of
criteria – like a metadata record
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Dataset Cards at Hugging Face
The Hugging Face Library provides
access to a set of known datasets for
training and testing language and image
processing.
Dataset cards allow me to compare and
choose the best dataset given my goal
Dataset cards are a structured set of
criteria – like a metadata record
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Possible Comparison Criteria
In order to compare classification schemes we need set of criteria as basis for comparison.
As noted by model cards, different aspects of development, deployment and use will have different
meanings to different stakeholders. It is important to bring those meanings in to the foreground so
they can be described, discussed, analyzed, and compared.
1. Could a framework similar to model cards be developed by identifying the criteria that matter,
and creating a standardized description (a metadata framework)?
2. Could this set of structured attributes provide the basis for beginning to develop a set of
processes for comparing classification schemes?
3. What are some of the criteria we would want to include in our standardized description of
classification schemes in the same domain?
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Possible Comparison Criteria
One obvious criterion to describe is structure: pre-coordinated or post
coordinated, faceted, enumerated list, hierarchical, poly hierarchical, graph,
etc.
What was the method of construction? What were the sources used for
developing the scheme?
Is the classification being actively maintained? If not, how has it been taken
up and used. How has that usage changed its ecology?
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Possible Comparison Criteria
Another dimension concerns the stakeholders: who created it (creators),
who funded it (funders), who used it (consumers), what kinds of systems was
it used to enable, and who used systems that made use of the classification
(second order consumers).
What was its intended use or uses -- bibliographic control, indexing,
controlled description, etc.?
What were its actual uses?
Who were its intended users?
What processes of interpretation interact with the scheme/uses/users?
How has this changed over time?
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Possible Comparison Criteria
Was it built to facilitate classification or interoperability with other
schemes?
What known biases can we identify in its construction?
What known biases can we identify in its application?
What biases have been discovered in its use?
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Possible Comparison Criteria
Clearly there are a great many criteria that could matter from a descriptive or
analytic or comparative point of view.
The goal here is not to propose the definitive scheme but rather to begin a
conversation that can lead to identifying a set of criteria for making the
comparisons and studying the differences and similarities.
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Thank You

Please complete a survey about our
session at:
https://forms.gle/Z4gFo8hhMpYD2q55
6
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